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Enhanced spin-dependent parity non-conservation effect in the 7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2

transition in Fr: A possibility for unambiguous detection of nuclear anapole moment
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Employing the relativistic coupled-cluster method, comparative studies of the parity non-conserving
electric dipole amplitudes for the 7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2 transitions in 210Fr and 211Fr isotopes have
been carried out. It is found that these transition amplitudes, sensitive only to the nuclear spin
dependent effects, are enhanced by more than 3 orders compared to the low-lying S−D5/2 transitions

in Ba+ and Ra+ owing to the very large contributions from the electron core-polarization effects
in Fr. This translates to a relatively large and, in principle, measurable induced light shift, which
would be a signature of nuclear spin dependent parity nonconservation that is dominated by the
nuclear anapole moment in a heavy atom like Fr. A plausible scheme to measure this quantity using
the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) facility at Tohoku University has been outlined.

PACS numbers:

The study of parity nonconservation (PNC) effects in
atomic systems, which involve the interplay between the
weak and electromagnetic interactions [1], has important
implications for atomic physics, nuclear physics and par-
ticle physics [2–4]. For example, it could (i) provide hints
for the possible existence of new physics beyond the stan-
dard model (SM) of particle interactions [5], (ii) probe
the existence of the nuclear anapole moment (NAM)
which is presumed to be a fundamental property of an
atomic nucleus [3, 6], and (iii) test the role of the elec-
tron correlation effects in a parity nonconserving electric
dipole transition amplitude that depends on the region
near and far away from the nucleus [7]. A high precision
PNC measurement for the 6s 2S1/2 → 7s 2S1/2 transi-
tion in Cs has yielded a result that is in good agreement
with the SM [8, 9], and it has also led to the observation
of its NAM with an accuracy of 15% [8]. However, it is
at variance with the results of the shell model and the
nucleon-nucleon scattering experiments [10, 11]. It is,
therefore, imperative to search for NAMs in other sys-
tems. Because of this reason, a PNC measurement was
carried out on the 6s2 1S0 → 5d6s 3D1 transition in Yb
[12]. It is indeed desirable to observe an NAM unam-
biguously in an atomic system. N. Fortson has made
an important proposal to measure PNC using a single
trapped ion [13] based on the observation of the PNC
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induced light shift, which arises due to the interference
of the parity nonconserving electric dipole and the elec-
tric quadrupole (E2) amplitudes of a transition such as
the 6s 2S1/2 → 5d 2D3/2 transition in Ba+. Though
the choice of a single ion would limit the statistical un-
certainty, it can be partly compensated by selecting a
transition such that the upper state has a long lifetime
like the above transition in Ba+ [13], and furthermore,
the large storage time in a trap contributes to enhanc-
ing the sensitivity of the scheme proposed by Fortson.
As a consequence, the forbidden low-lying S − D tran-
sitions in the singly charged Ba [13], Yb [14] and Ra
[15] ions have been considered for the PNC studies. In
fact, it has also been pointed out that existence of the
NAM can be unambiguously inferred from the measure-
ments of the nuclear spin dependent (NSD) PNC in the
S − D5/2 transitions of these ions using the techniques
similar to the observation of the light shift techniques of
Fortson [16, 17]. The major disadvantage of these transi-
tions is that their E1PNC amplitudes are small [16–18].
The measurement of the NAM of Fr has been proposed
in [19, 20] by considering the hyperfine transitions of the
ground state of that atom. In this Letter, we demonstrate
that the E1PNC amplitude for the 7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2

transition in Fr, which arises only from the NSD inter-
action, is enhanced relative to the same transition in the
heavy ions mentioned above. Thus, the PNC light shift
for this transition will also be enhanced. So if it can be
measured successfully then it would constitute an unam-
biguous signature of the NAM.
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TABLE I: Reduced matrix elements Y in iea0KW×10−11 from
different calculations. We only mention magnitudes from the
other references: a[21] and b[18].

Jf → Ji Ff Fi This work Others
210Fr (I = 6)

7s 2S1/2 → 7s 2S1/2 11/2 13/2 37.39
8s 2S1/2 → 7s 2S1/2 11/2 11/2 −6.28

13/2 11/2 −15.70
11/2 13/2 −17.13
13/2 13/2 −6.69

6d 2D3/2 → 7s 2S1/2 9/2 11/2 −20.90
11/2 11/2 22.16
13/2 11/2 −20.09
11/2 13/2 14.82
13/2 13/2 −20.38
15/2 13/2 22.67

6d 2D5/2 → 7s 2S1/2 9/2 11/2 7.70
11/2 11/2 −9.55
13/2 11/2 8.17
11/2 13/2 5.98
13/2 13/2 −10.34
15/2 13/2 12.39

211Fr (I = 9/2)

7s 2S1/2 → 7s 2S1/2 4.0 5.0 22.47 23.79a

8s 2S1/2 → 7s 2S1/2 4.0 4.0 −4.15 3.092a

5.0 4.0 −10.43 9.224a

4.0 5.0 −11.67 10.16a

5.0 5.0 −4.59 3.426a

6d 2D3/2 → 7s 2S1/2 3.0 4.0 −13.75
4.0 4.0 15.11
5.0 4.0 −14.11
4.0 5.0 9.49
5.0 5.0 −13.54
6.0 5.0 15.33

6d 2D5/2 → 7s 2S1/2 3.0 4.0 4.66 0.243b

4.0 4.0 −6.25 0.326b

5.0 4.0 5.68 0.296b

4.0 5.0 3.77 0.197b

5.0 5.0 −6.96 0.363b

6.0 5.0 8.78 0.458b

We employ the relativistic coupled-cluster (RCC) the-
ory in the singles, doubles and important partial triples
excitations approximation (CCSDt3 method) [22, 23]
to evaluate the NSD PNC amplitudes corresponding
to the transitions between different hyperfine levels of
the ground state and also the 7s 2S1/2 → 8s 2S1/2,
7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D3/2 and 7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2 transi-
tions of 210Fr and 211Fr. The principle of the experiment
to observe their signature is given later, and it involves
the measurement of the PNC induced light shift of the
7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2 transition in 210Fr. In addition, we
also present results for the other three transitions and
for those corresponding to 211Fr isotope for three spe-
cific reasons. Firstly, the calculations of the NSD PNC
amplitudes in some of these transitions for 211Fr have
already been reported using different relativistic many-

body methods [18, 21] and it is instructive to compare
their results with those obtained by us. Secondly, our
calculations for 211Fr could be useful for another exper-
iment involving ground state hyperfine transitions (e.g.
[19, 20]). Thirdly, the nuclear spin I of 210Fr and 211Fr
are integer (I = 6) and half-integer (I = 9/2), respec-
tively, which can be appropriately used in different ex-
perimental set-ups.
The Hamiltonian due to the NSD PNC interaction is

given by [6]

HNSD
PNC =

GF√
2
KWα · I ρnuc(r), (1)

where GF is the Fermi constant, ρnuc is the nuclear den-
sity and α is the Dirac matrix. In the above expression
the dimensionless quantity KW is related to NAM. The
E1PNC amplitude due to the NSD interaction between
the hyperfine states |Ff ,Mf〉 and |Fi,Mi〉 is given by

E1PNC
MfMi

= (−1)Ff−Mf

(

Ff 1 Fi

−Mf q Mi

)

Y, (2)

where q = −1, 0 or 1 depends on the choice of the M -
values. For the theoretical purpose, enhancement in the
E1PNC is estimated by calculating the reduced matrix
element Y given by

Y = η
(

∑

k 6=i

(−1)ji−jf+1 〈Jf ||D||Jk〉〈Jk||K1||Ji〉
Ei − Ek

×
{

Ff Fi 1
Jk Jf I

}{

I I 1
Jk Ji Fi

}

+
∑

k 6=f

(−1)Fi−Ff+1 〈Jf ||K1||Jk〉〈Jk||D||Ji〉
Ef − Ek

×
{

Ff Fi 1
Ji Jk I

}{

I I 1
Jk Jf Ff

}

)

, (3)

where η =
√

I(I + 1)(2I + 1)(2Fi + 1)(2Ff + 1) and Es
are the energies of the respective states. The above ex-
pression is derived by rewriting HNSD

PNC =
∑

q(−1)qIqK
q.

We determine these quantities in a sum-over-states ap-
proach by calculating the reduced matrix elements of the
D and K operators using the CCSDt3 method. In this
method, the wave function (|Ψn〉) of an atomic state cor-
responding to the closed-shell configuration [6p6] and a
valence orbital n in Fr is expressed as

|Ψn〉 = eT1+T2{1 + S1n + S2n}|Φn〉, (4)

where T and Sn are the excitation operators involving the
core and core-valence electrons, respectively, with sub-
scripts 1 and 2 representing the levels of excitations. The
reference state |Φn〉 is obtained by |Φn〉 = a†n|Φ0〉, where
|Φ0〉 is the Dirac-Fock (DF) wave function of the closed-
core [6p6]. This method has already been applied earlier
to evaluate both the hyperfine structure constants and
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TABLE II: Estimated light shifts in the hyperfine levels of
the 7s 2S1/2(Fi) → 6d 2D5/2(Ff ) transition of 210Fr due to

the E2 (in MHz) and NSD PNC (in ×10−4 Hz) interactions
with the applied electric field 2×106 V/m. Here we have used
KW ≈ 0.57 and E2 amplitude as 39.33 e2a2

0.

Ff Fi M ∆ωE2
|M|/2π ∆ωPNC

M /2π

9/2 11/2 1/2 9.15 −51.4
11/2 11/2 1/2 2.32 1406.7
13/2 11/2 1/2 6.41 49.6
11/2 13/2 1/2 5.46 26.8
13/2 13/2 1/2 1.70 −1414.1
15/2 13/2 1/2 7.91 −51.3

radiative transition matrix elements of the Fr isotopes
accurately [22, 23]. We, however, include contributions
explicitly only from the 7P − 11P low-lying states ob-
tained using the CCSDt3 method while the other smaller
contributions such as from the core-valence, higher level
excitations etc. are estimated using the second order
many-body perturbation theory (MBPT(2) method).

In Table I, we give the results of the reduced matrix
elements Y from our calculations of the previously men-
tioned hyperfine transitions of 210Fr and 211Fr. We also
compare our results with the other available calculations
for 211Fr [18, 21]. All these calculations start with a
V N−1 potential, but Johnson et al have employed the
random phase approximation (RPA) to calculate the Y
values only for the S − S transitions [21]. Our CCSDt3

method contains these effects implicitly along with the
core-correlation and pair-correlation effects to all orders.
Nevertheless our calculations agree quite well with these
RPA results, the differences mainly owing to the pair-
correlation effects that are significant for the S states as
seen in the studies of the hyperfine structure constants
of 210Fr [22]. Recently, Roberts et al have calculated Y
values for the 7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2 transition that take
into account the core-valence correlation effects using the
correlation potential (CP) method and the polarization
of the core electrons and interactions with the external
fields using RPA. But they mention that their results can
be improved after inclusion of the other higher order cor-
relation corrections such as the double-core-polarization,
structural radiation and ladder-diagrams [18]. On com-
parison, we find at least one order of magnitude dif-
ference between their results and ours. Our analysis
shows that the extraordinarily large core-polarization ef-
fects enhance the 〈6d 2D5/2|K1|np 2P3/2〉 matrix ele-
ments that appear in the second term of Eq. (3), and
their values become more than two times larger than the
〈np 2P3/2|K1|7s 2S1/2〉 matrix elements, where n repre-
sents the principal quantum numbers of p orbitals. The
two factors that are responsible for such enhancements
are the small energy difference between the 6d 2D5/2

and 7p 2P3/2 states and large overlap between the va-
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FIG. 1: Schematic energy level diagrams of 210Fr. (a) Arrows
indicate laser induced transitions for observing the E2 light
shifts, detecting the states, and carrying out the micro-wave
(MW) transitions between the hyperfine levels. (b) Magnetic
sublevels (shown only for M = ±3/2 and M = ±1/2) of the
F = 11/2 level of the 7s 2S1/2 state with the corresponding
RF transitions. The solid and dashed arrows indicate the
resonant RF transitions in the presence and absence of the
PNC induced light shift, respectively.

lence 7s orbital and the occupied p1/2 orbitals. The
other factors that also play vital roles here are the large
〈6d 2D5/2|D|7p 2P3/2〉 matrix element (∼10.51(7) ea0
[23]) and the positioning of the the 7p 2P3/2 state in
between the 7s 2S1/2 and 6d 2D5/2 states. Due to the
same reason, the enhancement for this transition in Fr is
much larger than its isoelectronic partner Ra+ and also
for the 6s 2S1/2 → 5d 2D5/2 transition of Ba+ [17]. It is
also observed that Y values in 210Fr are larger than 211Fr
due to its large I.

We suggest an approach similar to that proposed by
Fortson [13] to measure the NSD PNC induced light
shift (ωPNC) arising from the interference of the NSD
E1PNC and E2 amplitudes between the hyperfine states
of the 7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2 transition in 210Fr. Fig.
1 shows schematic diagrams of the relevant transitions
for the PNC measurement and also indicates that the
7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2 transition is in the optical regime.
The frequency for a transition with the same hyperfine
sub-levels M can be estimated using the expression [13]

∆ωPNC
M ≈ −Re

∑

M ′ (ΩPNC∗
MM ′ ΩE2

MM ′)
√

∑

M ′ |ΩE2
MM ′ |2

, (5)
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where ΩPNC and ΩE2 are the Rabi frequencies due to the
E1PNC and E2 amplitudes and the summation overM ′ is
for all possible allowed intermediate states. This will be
much smaller compared to the changes in the transition
frequency due to the E2 shift alone, which is given by

∆ωE2
M ≈ (ω0 − ω)

2
−
√

∑

M ′

|ΩE2
MM ′ |2 (6)

for the respective frequencies ω0 and ω corresponding to
the transition before and after applying the laser. In
the nuclear shell model, 210Fr has an odd proton in the
πh9/2 shell and an odd neutron in the νf5/2 shell. We
determine KW of this isotope considering the dominant
contribution from the odd proton due to the NAM using
the expression [3]

KW ≈ 9

10
gpµp

αA2/3

Mpr0
, (7)

where gp ≃ 5.0 is the gyromagnetic factor and µp ≃ 2.8
is the magnitude of the magnetic moment of the pro-
ton, A is the atomic number, Mp is the proton mass and
r0 ≃ 1.2 fm. Considering the Y values from Table I,
M = 1/2, KW ≃ 0.57 from the above formula, the values
of the electric field and the E2 amplitude are 2×106 V/m
and 39.33 e2a20 [23] respectively, we have estimated ∆ωE2

M

and ∆ωPNC
M values for different hyperfine levels of the

7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2 transition in 210Fr and presented in
Table II. We find that there are significant enhancements
in the PNC induced light shifts for the Fi = 11/2 → Ff =
11/2 and Fi = 13/2 → Ff = 13/2 transitions. The mea-
surements of these quantities are possible using the laser
cooled 210Fr atoms in an optical lattice that is being set-
up at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC),
Tohoku University. We plan to irradiate two standing-
wave laser fields (similar to that suggested in Ref. [13])
with wavelengths of 609 nm, which are resonant with the
7s 2S1/2(F = 11/2) → 6d 2D5/2(F

′ = 11/2) E2 transi-
tion, as shown in the black solid arrow in Fig. 1(a). The
PNC induced light shift, which is given by Eq. (5), can
be measured from the Ramsey resonance by applying the
radio frequency (RF) field, as shown in Fig. 1(b), aris-
ing from two-pulses separated in time. Thus, the mag-
netic sublevels M = ±1/2 of the 7s 2S1/2(F = 11/2)
state can be shifted in this scheme by the E2 light field
(∆ωE2

|M|), Zeeman effect (∆ωB
|M|) and the PNC induced ef-

fect (∆ωPNC
M ); where |M | in the subscripts indicate that

the corresponding shifts are independent of the sign ofM .
We estimate the values of ∆ωE2

|M| forM = ±1/2 and±3/2
as ∼ 2.31 MHz and ∼ 5.00 MHz respectively. Similarly,
∆ωB

1/2/2π is ∼ 0.1 MHz for a magnetic field strength of
1 G, which is much smaller than the estimated E2 light
shifts. The frequency of the RF field will be resonant only
with the M = −1/2 ↔ M = 1/2 transition. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), this RF field will not induce a transition be-
tween any other magnetic sublevels. Interactions of the

two-pulses with the 210Fr atoms can produce the Ram-
sey fringes. After the application of the two-pulses of the
RF field, the states selective detection can be achieved
from the following manner: (i) A microwave (MW) field
of 46.8 GHz is applied, causing a transition from the
|F = 11/2,M = 1/2〉 level to the |F = 13/2,M = 1/2〉
level, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). (ii) Using laser to
drive the transition from the 7s 2S1/2(F = 13/2) state to
the 7p 2P3/2(F

′ = 15/2) state (718 nm optical transition)
and detecting the fluorescence, representing the Ramsey
fringes from this transition, can be detected by a photo
multiplier tube in order to measure the final population
in the M = 1/2 state. The RF transition mentioned ear-
lier will not be affected by the E2 light shift fluctuation
due to the amplitude noise of the laser fields but by the
PNC light shifts owing to opposite signs for the ∆ωPNC

M

values for the M = −1/2 and M = 1/2 levels. Therefore,
comparing the phase shifts of the Ramsey fringes in the
presence and absence of the E2 laser field would yield
a net shift equal to 2∆ωPNC

1/2 . The uncertainty in the
measurement would be restricted by the shot noise limit
given by δω/2π = 1/(2π

√
τNT ) [13], where τ is the sepa-

ration time between the two RF pulses, N is the number
of trapped atoms, and T is the total measurement time.
If τ is ∼ 1704ns, the lifetime of the 6d 2D5/2 state [23],
and N = 104 - the number of atoms that is expected to
be trapped in CYRIC, T should be more than 20 s in
order to obtain the PNC induced light shift of 0.28 Hz.
In summary, we have analyzed the PNC induced light

shifts in the 7s 2S1/2 → 6d 2D5/2 transition in 210Fr and
have proposed a plausible experimental scheme to mea-
sure them using the CYRIC facility. Calculations in 210Fr
and 211Fr using the RCC theory showed overwhelmingly
large enhancements of the PNC amplitudes; more than
3 orders of magnitude compared with those of Ba+ and
Ra+, due to strong core-polarization effects. This sug-
gests that an unambiguous observation of the NAM in
Fr is possible. Our calculations of the PNC amplitudes
for 211Fr could be useful if the corresponding PNC in-
duced light shift measurements are carried out in another
facility.
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sor V. V. Flambaum for explaining the anapole moment
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